
Would Prefer

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Before she could think of anything further to say the head waiter rushed up
to inquire if Miss Duluth and her friend __________________ a table at one
of the windows.

1.

(not)
wouldn't prefer

__________________________ into the proposition certain express terms
which would destroy all chance of its adoption by the people?
2.

(you/put/?)
Would you prefer to put

No you wouldn't you _______________ the words well and tall.3. would prefer

He _______________ a parsonage, for then a library would be at his
disposal.
4. would prefer

I suppose you didn't tell me that Dick was here because you thought I
________________________ it.
5.

(not/know)'d prefer not to know

Hamel made one or two little efforts to extract answers from Sir Thomas,
but soon found that Sir Thomas __________________________ in silence.
6.

(passive/leave)
would prefer to be left

We ____________________________ Franklin for their model; and they
may have all his failings if they will only be half as honest.
7.

(them/take)
would prefer them to take

___________________________ in town or at Tuxedo?8. (you/live/?)Would you prefer to live

She offered to keep her letters, and show them, when written, to her lover;
but he declared that he __________________________ them.
9.

(not/see)would prefer not to see

Other things being equal, a modest ornithologist _______________ a
place where he could stand still and look up without becoming himself a
gazing-stock.

10. would prefer

As we have said before in this chapter, he
_______________________________, because he has made up his mind
not to repent.

11.

(not/remember)
would prefer not to remember

I should think you _______________ Queen Elizabeth, or Joan of Arc, or
somebody like them.
12. would prefer
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Moreover, I seemed to find in the drift of what she had said-and more
particularly in her manner of saying it-a hint that possibly I might be one of
those with whom she _________________________ on terms of intimacy.

13.

(not/be)
would prefer not to be

Q. I suppose you _______________ the principal theatres to be open?14. would prefer

What parent __________________________ a child sick than dead?15.
(not/see)

would not prefer to see

So off we started up the muddy hillside, leaving our engineer to his task
on the railroad; for what pedestrian ___________________ the worst dirt
road to the best railroad for an hour's walking?

16.

(not)
would not prefer

The artist, who kept his flies a good deal of the time out of the boat,
frankly confessed that he _______________ an honest worm and hook, or a
net, or even a grappling-iron.

17.
would prefer

Being asked once, in what place, if a choice were given him, he
________________________ his last day-for on this subject the brothers
used to ask one another what place each would select for himself-he
hesitated, and made no reply.

18.

(spend)

would prefer to spend

Others _______________________ to a path under the hill, stopping at
the churches and gossiping at the inns.
19.

(keep)
would prefer to keep

We will certainly expect you, Mrs. Temple, to be present at the masque;
and if Miss Virginia ___________________________ her part in the
exhibition, she may still be there to cheer us with her smiles.

20.

(not/play)
would prefer not to play
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